
LEVEL 

• U8-U11

PRINCIPLES OF PLAY

• Angles of touches
• Recognising space
• Positivity

SEMI-OPPOSED TECHNICAL PRACTICE 

• This is a technical practice designed to prepare
players for a session that further develops their skills
in 1v1 situations.

AGE PHASE: U8-U11
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AGE PHASE: U8-U11

FUNCTION 

• This practice is a semi-opposed technical practice.
• Player A passes to Player B and then follows his pass

to press Player B. Player B then shifts the angle of the
ball to evade the onrushing defender (Phase 2) and play
into Player C before the process repeats. Player A takes
the space of where Player B started.

• Progress by involving a one-two instead of the singular
pass, and introduce the decision between shielding
the ball to spin the defender (pressure from behind)
or taking a forward touch to break a line (pressure from
in front).

• When opting to shield the ball, highlight the use of
hips to protect the ball, hands to feel where the
pressure is, and the length and angles of touches to
escape or create.

• When opting to take an early first touch to break
a line forward, highlight the length of the touch
needed, the angle of the touch, and why this may be
an appropriate option.
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SEMI-OPPOSED TECHNICAL PRACTICE 1v1 ATTACKING

AGE PHASE: U8-U11

COACHING DETAIL: TECHNICAL 

USE OF HIPS
• When shielding the ball, keep hips in between the ball

and the defender for protection. When moving the ball
to open up spaces, the player in possession must also
move their hips to move the opposition defender’s feet,
creating spaces and sides to escape through.

• When breaking forward, keep the ball safe side of
the hips to protect against lunging tackles from the
recovering defender.

TYPES OF TOUCHES
• Angled touches paired with moving hips will attract

the defender to move their own hips and feet. Consider
angles of touches (diagonals, sideways, forwards,
backwards) and how the angle can affect the body
shape or tackling position of the defender.

• Length of touches can either allow the attacker to
escape the pressure or not. Highlight the benefit of
slightly longer touches to attract a tackle, or smaller
ones in tight spaces, and larger ones once attacking
space.

POSITIVITY 
• Praise every attempt to beat players with flair and

creativity.
• Heavily reinforce what is needed to be a clever 1v1

player: determination, bravery, creativity, speed.

PRACTICE LAYOUT
• OPTION 1

As the ball arrives at the new attacker, if the onrushing
defender has shown space down one side, can the
attacker break into it straight away and drive forward?

• OPTION 2
If there is no space to take a touch forward upon
receiving the ball, can the attacker move the angle of
the ball (for example, to the right) and move his hips
and shoulders to be in between the attacker and the
ball (backside facing the defender)?

• Then, by moving the hips to feint right and take the ball
back to the opposite side (to the left, the space just
vacated), the attacker is able to spin out of pressure
from behind.

• OPTION 3
If players are struggling to cover distance and press the
defender, add in a one-two pass so the position of the
defender is closer after they play the final pass.


